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It can be one of your early morning readings The Private Life Of Kim Philby: The Moscow Years By Rufina
Philby, Hayden Peake, Mikhail Lyubimov This is a soft file book that can be survived downloading and
install from on the internet publication. As understood, in this innovative period, innovation will ease you in
doing some tasks. Also it is merely checking out the presence of publication soft documents of The Private
Life Of Kim Philby: The Moscow Years By Rufina Philby, Hayden Peake, Mikhail Lyubimov can be
additional attribute to open. It is not just to open up as well as save in the device. This moment in the
morning as well as various other leisure time are to check out guide The Private Life Of Kim Philby: The
Moscow Years By Rufina Philby, Hayden Peake, Mikhail Lyubimov

From Publishers Weekly
Notorious Cambridge spy Kim Philby, the former head of Britain's Soviet counterintelligence who defected
to the USSR in 1963, spent his last 25 years there. In her ambivalent, equivocal memoir, his fifth wife, who
married him in 1971, portrays him as "fundamentally honourable and honest," a great father and loving son-
in-law, "full of joie de vivre," who "literally glowed with happiness" but, on the other hand, as self-
destructive, solitary, alcoholic, as a chronic insomniac and a troubled soul plagued by doubts. Except for
disclosing that her husband did "an occasional job for the KGB" during his Moscow years, her chronicle of
marital domesticity sheds little light on Philby's political activities behind the Iron Curtain. Somewhat more
revealing is the apologetic reminiscence by retired KGB Colonel Lyubimov, a friend of Philby's, presenting
the Cambridge spymaster as a burned-out operative who failed to grasp that he was no longer a valued asset
for Moscow. Included also are two hitherto unpublished autobiographical chapters by Philby himself. His
chillingly matter-of-fact account of his recruitment by Soviet intelligence--and how he in turn helped recruit
his Cambridge colleagues Donald Maclean and Guy Burgess--offers glimpses of a calculating, ruthless
individual, in sharp contrast to the kind, gentle person evoked by his wife. Ex-CIA officer Peake's useful,
scholarly bibliographical essay coolly reassesses the Philby saga by sifting the myths and distortions in a
slew of books and articles. Also included are Philby's 1977 lecture to his KGB colleagues and an article he
wrote on whether an agent should confess when caught (both never before published). 16 pages of photos.
(May)
Copyright 2000 Reed Business Information, Inc.

From Library Journal
When Kim Philby crossed the Soviet border in January 1963, the 20th century's greatest spy disappeared
from view, never to be seen again in the West, where he had done more damage than any spy before him.
Although a spate of books has appeared about the life of this amazing man in the West, only now do we have
some insights into Philby's existence in the Soviet Union until his death in 1988. The book is actually several
shorter works combined. The bulk of the volume consists of an account by Philby's Russian wife, Rufina, of
their 18-year marriage, revealing the new life this complicated Englishman led. Also included are several



chapters of an uncompleted second volume of Philby's memoirs (his 1968 My Silent War caused a sensation
in the West). Finally, there is the text of a 1977 lecture Philby gave to the KGB, as well as an excellent
bibliographical essay by Peake surveying the extensive literature on Philby and his career. For students of
Philby and 20th-century espionage, this is a remarkable contribution that helps fill a significant gap in our
knowledge of this most famous spy and his life. For most collections.
-Ed Goedeken, Iowa State Univ. Lib., Ames
Copyright 2000 Reed Business Information, Inc.

From Kirkus Reviews
This text on a fabled espionage case proves to be, like spying itself, occasionally hair- raising and frequently
boring, with scant material about three decades of one man's treachery. Kim Philby, highly placed in the
British Secret Service, became the most famous undercover agent of the Cold War. He eventually defected to
the Soviet Union, where he spent his last 25 years. Philby's Russian widow (his fourth wife), recounting life
in their Moscow flat, presents quotidian details of his generally dull existence after a career of stunning
duplicity. Depicted as honest, decent, and permanently devoted to communism, Kim remained an
unreconstructed Brit. He completed the Times's crossword puzzles, nibbled matzos in lieu of English water
biscuits, smoked too much, and drank to excess. His retirement on a KGB general's pension (though he never
attained the rank) was not much different from many a bourgeois corporate executive'sexcept, of course, for
the bugged apartment and the ubiquitous KGB escorts and case officers. Though Kim had much to offer, his
spymasters, naturally suspicious, underutilized him. No more John Le Carr life for Philby. The major part of
the book, Rufina's tale of a burned-out case and what he was like at home, is, frankly, a bit pedestrian. The
spy's own memoirs (previously unpublished), including his recollection of recruitment by the Soviets, is
more absorbing. His lecture to KGB freshmen reveals a true corporate mentality, and his admonition against
confession bears no hint of own predefection admissions. Appended is a wonderfully sarcastic essay by
former KGB operative Lyubimov. Former CIA officer Peake provides a detailed chronology and a critical
bibliography. For fans of espionage, here's a detailed footnote to the oft-told story of a senior turncoat and
his Cambridge colleagues. To Western sensibilities, however, the presentation of this notorious mole as a
man of integrity is a tough sell, indeed. (16 pages photos) -- Copyright ©2000, Kirkus Associates, LP. All
rights reserved.
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Envision that you obtain such certain spectacular experience as well as understanding by simply reading a
publication The Private Life Of Kim Philby: The Moscow Years By Rufina Philby, Hayden Peake,
Mikhail Lyubimov. Just how can? It seems to be greater when a publication could be the most effective
thing to uncover. E-books now will certainly show up in printed as well as soft data collection. Among them
is this e-book The Private Life Of Kim Philby: The Moscow Years By Rufina Philby, Hayden Peake,
Mikhail Lyubimov It is so common with the printed e-books. However, numerous folks occasionally have no
area to bring the book for them; this is why they can not check out guide wherever they really want.

As understood, many individuals say that books are the windows for the world. It doesn't imply that
purchasing book The Private Life Of Kim Philby: The Moscow Years By Rufina Philby, Hayden Peake,
Mikhail Lyubimov will certainly mean that you could acquire this world. Just for joke! Reviewing a book
The Private Life Of Kim Philby: The Moscow Years By Rufina Philby, Hayden Peake, Mikhail Lyubimov
will opened an individual to believe much better, to maintain smile, to entertain themselves, and also to urge
the understanding. Every book likewise has their characteristic to influence the reader. Have you known why
you review this The Private Life Of Kim Philby: The Moscow Years By Rufina Philby, Hayden Peake,
Mikhail Lyubimov for?

Well, still confused of ways to obtain this e-book The Private Life Of Kim Philby: The Moscow Years By
Rufina Philby, Hayden Peake, Mikhail Lyubimov below without going outside? Just attach your computer or
gadget to the net and start downloading and install The Private Life Of Kim Philby: The Moscow Years By
Rufina Philby, Hayden Peake, Mikhail Lyubimov Where? This page will certainly show you the web link
page to download The Private Life Of Kim Philby: The Moscow Years By Rufina Philby, Hayden Peake,
Mikhail Lyubimov You never worry, your preferred e-book will be faster your own now. It will be a lot less
complicated to enjoy reading The Private Life Of Kim Philby: The Moscow Years By Rufina Philby,
Hayden Peake, Mikhail Lyubimov by online or obtaining the soft documents on your gizmo. It will certainly
no matter who you are and what you are. This publication The Private Life Of Kim Philby: The Moscow
Years By Rufina Philby, Hayden Peake, Mikhail Lyubimov is written for public and you are among them
that could enjoy reading of this book The Private Life Of Kim Philby: The Moscow Years By Rufina Philby,
Hayden Peake, Mikhail Lyubimov
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Masterspy Kim Philby's secret life is far stronger than any spy fiction. Recruited by the Soviet KGB at
Cambridge in the 1930s, he made his way into the British Secret Intelligence Service where he became head
of its anti-Soviet section, then liaison officer in Washington with the CIA and FBI—revealing everything he
learned to his Moscow bosses. He was in the running to become chief of the British service, but following
the defection of two of his fellow spies in 1951, Philby found himself under a persistent cloud of suspicion
and he eventually fled himself in 1963. Before he died in Moscow in 1988, Philby had become a symbol in
the West of Soviet-inspired treachery—an Englishman from a privileged background who had betrayed the
entire free world. With interviews by Hayden Peake and an introduction by Michael Lubimov, Rufina
Philby's memoir of her notorious husband provides a portrait of the masterspy that reveals how much he had
previously managed to conceal.
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From Publishers Weekly
Notorious Cambridge spy Kim Philby, the former head of Britain's Soviet counterintelligence who defected
to the USSR in 1963, spent his last 25 years there. In her ambivalent, equivocal memoir, his fifth wife, who
married him in 1971, portrays him as "fundamentally honourable and honest," a great father and loving son-
in-law, "full of joie de vivre," who "literally glowed with happiness" but, on the other hand, as self-
destructive, solitary, alcoholic, as a chronic insomniac and a troubled soul plagued by doubts. Except for
disclosing that her husband did "an occasional job for the KGB" during his Moscow years, her chronicle of
marital domesticity sheds little light on Philby's political activities behind the Iron Curtain. Somewhat more
revealing is the apologetic reminiscence by retired KGB Colonel Lyubimov, a friend of Philby's, presenting
the Cambridge spymaster as a burned-out operative who failed to grasp that he was no longer a valued asset
for Moscow. Included also are two hitherto unpublished autobiographical chapters by Philby himself. His
chillingly matter-of-fact account of his recruitment by Soviet intelligence--and how he in turn helped recruit
his Cambridge colleagues Donald Maclean and Guy Burgess--offers glimpses of a calculating, ruthless
individual, in sharp contrast to the kind, gentle person evoked by his wife. Ex-CIA officer Peake's useful,
scholarly bibliographical essay coolly reassesses the Philby saga by sifting the myths and distortions in a



slew of books and articles. Also included are Philby's 1977 lecture to his KGB colleagues and an article he
wrote on whether an agent should confess when caught (both never before published). 16 pages of photos.
(May)
Copyright 2000 Reed Business Information, Inc.

From Library Journal
When Kim Philby crossed the Soviet border in January 1963, the 20th century's greatest spy disappeared
from view, never to be seen again in the West, where he had done more damage than any spy before him.
Although a spate of books has appeared about the life of this amazing man in the West, only now do we have
some insights into Philby's existence in the Soviet Union until his death in 1988. The book is actually several
shorter works combined. The bulk of the volume consists of an account by Philby's Russian wife, Rufina, of
their 18-year marriage, revealing the new life this complicated Englishman led. Also included are several
chapters of an uncompleted second volume of Philby's memoirs (his 1968 My Silent War caused a sensation
in the West). Finally, there is the text of a 1977 lecture Philby gave to the KGB, as well as an excellent
bibliographical essay by Peake surveying the extensive literature on Philby and his career. For students of
Philby and 20th-century espionage, this is a remarkable contribution that helps fill a significant gap in our
knowledge of this most famous spy and his life. For most collections.
-Ed Goedeken, Iowa State Univ. Lib., Ames
Copyright 2000 Reed Business Information, Inc.

From Kirkus Reviews
This text on a fabled espionage case proves to be, like spying itself, occasionally hair- raising and frequently
boring, with scant material about three decades of one man's treachery. Kim Philby, highly placed in the
British Secret Service, became the most famous undercover agent of the Cold War. He eventually defected to
the Soviet Union, where he spent his last 25 years. Philby's Russian widow (his fourth wife), recounting life
in their Moscow flat, presents quotidian details of his generally dull existence after a career of stunning
duplicity. Depicted as honest, decent, and permanently devoted to communism, Kim remained an
unreconstructed Brit. He completed the Times's crossword puzzles, nibbled matzos in lieu of English water
biscuits, smoked too much, and drank to excess. His retirement on a KGB general's pension (though he never
attained the rank) was not much different from many a bourgeois corporate executive'sexcept, of course, for
the bugged apartment and the ubiquitous KGB escorts and case officers. Though Kim had much to offer, his
spymasters, naturally suspicious, underutilized him. No more John Le Carr life for Philby. The major part of
the book, Rufina's tale of a burned-out case and what he was like at home, is, frankly, a bit pedestrian. The
spy's own memoirs (previously unpublished), including his recollection of recruitment by the Soviets, is
more absorbing. His lecture to KGB freshmen reveals a true corporate mentality, and his admonition against
confession bears no hint of own predefection admissions. Appended is a wonderfully sarcastic essay by
former KGB operative Lyubimov. Former CIA officer Peake provides a detailed chronology and a critical
bibliography. For fans of espionage, here's a detailed footnote to the oft-told story of a senior turncoat and
his Cambridge colleagues. To Western sensibilities, however, the presentation of this notorious mole as a
man of integrity is a tough sell, indeed. (16 pages photos) -- Copyright ©2000, Kirkus Associates, LP. All
rights reserved.

Most helpful customer reviews

18 of 18 people found the following review helpful.
A Final Word on the Life of a Spy
By F. S. L'hoir
This book represents an important contribution to the scholarship on Harold Adrian Russell Philby for
various reasons, one of the most important being that it consists of several books in one.



First, there is his widow Rufina's account, which gives us a loving (but never maudlin) glimpse into their
Moscow life and travels around the Soviet Union during the last twenty years of his life. Rufina does not
hide the fact that they were under constant surveillance by the KGB; nor is she reticent about the difficulties
of daily life in the Soviet Union.

Next, there are two unpublished chapters from Philby's autobiography, which not only recount his childhood
but also provide insight into his recruitment, including his relationship with his first Soviet mentors "Otto"
and "Theo" and his early association in espionage not only with Burgess but also with Maclean (It is often
claimed that Philby was not really acquainted with Maclean at Cambridge). Philby also relates how Burgess
"badgered" his way into Soviet espionage, because he did not like to be left out of anything that his friends
were doing [p. 230]. These unpublished chapters are especially important because the editor has included in
parentheses Kim Philby's original words, which he then emended, in the typescript. The reader can therefore
follow his processes of thought and revisions as he wrote his manuscript.

There is also a series of fascinating photos: of Philby at his portable typewriter; of his comfortable book-
lined Moscow apartment, complete with Burgess' wing-back armchair and Tommy Harris' antique Spanish
table. One also sees the Piranese engraving of the Antonine column in Rome, sent to him anonymously by
Anthony Blunt in the 1970s (the subject providing a clue to the name of the sender). In one photo, which
shows Philby in his last years, drinking tea next to a samovar, he has lost that hunted and haunted look that
marks his photo-portraits during the Beirut years. A final photo, which shows Kim Philby in his coffin,
prompts one to wonder whether he had any idea that the system for which he had devoted thirty years of his
life would outlive him by only three years.

Finally, there is ex-CIA officer Hayden Peake's insightful commentary on the literature written about Kim
Philby and Peake's annotated bibliography, which has 157 entries. His chronology of the spy's life from his
birth in 1912 to his death in 1988 is outstanding.

The reader who is looking for the sensational revelations that the words "Private Life" of the title might
suggest will be severely disappointed. For the serious reader, who is interested in the history of the twentieth
century, this book is treasure trove.

10 of 10 people found the following review helpful.
A Last Word on the Life of a Spy.
By F. S. L'hoir
This book represents an important contribution to the scholarship on Harold Adrian Russell Philby for
various reasons, one of the most important being that it consists of several books in one.

First, there is his widow Rufina's account, which gives us a loving (but never maudlin) glimpse into their
Moscow life and travels around the Soviet Union during the last twenty years of his life. Rufina does not
hide the fact that they were under constant surveillance by the KGB; nor is she reticent about the difficulties
of daily life in the Soviet Union.

Next, there are two unpublished chapters from Philby's autobiography, which not only recount his childhood
but also provide insight into his recruitment, including his relationship with his first Soviet mentors "Otto"
and "Theo" and his early association in espionage not only with Burgess but also with Maclean (It is often
claimed that Philby was not really acquainted with Maclean at Cambridge). Philby also relates how Burgess
"badgered" his way into Soviet espionage, because he did not like to be left out of anything that his friends
were doing [p. 230]. These unpublished chapters are especially important because the editor has included in
parentheses Kim Philby's original words, which he then emended, in the typescript. The reader can therefore



follow his processes of thought and revisions as he wrote his manuscript.

There is also a series of fascinating photos: of Philby at his portable typewriter; of his comfortable book-
lined Moscow apartment, complete with Burgess' wing-back armchair and Tommy Harris' antique Spanish
table. One also sees the Piranese engraving of the Antonine column in Rome, sent to him anonymously by
Anthony Blunt in the 1970s (the subject providing a clue to the name of the sender). In one photo, which
shows Philby in his last years, drinking tea next to a samovar, he has lost that hunted and haunted look that
marks his photo-portraits during the Beirut years. A final photo, which shows Kim Philby in his coffin,
prompts one to wonder whether he had any idea that the system for which he had devoted thirty years of his
life would outlive him by only three years.

Finally, there is ex-CIA officer Hayden Peake's insightful commentary on the literature written about Kim
Philby and Peake's annotated bibliography, which has 157 entries. His chronology of the spy's life from his
birth in 1912 to his death in 1988 is outstanding.

The reader who is looking for the sensational revelations that the words "Private Life" of the title might
suggest will be severely disappointed. For the serious reader, who is interested in the history of the twentieth
century, this book is treasure trove.

5 of 5 people found the following review helpful.
IT'S NOT THAT SIMPLE
By DAVID BRYSON
Everywhere is someone's country; and that simple and obvious thought should put patriotism into some kind
of perspective. Attachment to one's own native land is usually part-emotional and part plain practicality - we
need it to maintain some order in our lives. Emotional loyalty can lead many to find supereminent virtues in
their own country, and in the nature of the case some of these virtues may have good rational backing.
However it is not the rational bit that usually comes first, but the basic sense of identity.

Now suppose someone does not so identify but feels that his loyalty ought to be given elsewhere? Cases like
this are likely to come from some rational conviction (whatever one thinks of the reasoning). Basic
rationality then also says that either such a person can go somewhere more to his taste, or if he chooses not to
he can hardly expect freedom to act in effective opposition to his own country's perceived interests - things
just could not work that way. What seems to me pointless and silly is to try to inflate such differences of
opinion into thought-crimes. Treason, as we call it, can often be very interesting and instructive, which is
more than can be said for some of the comment it receives, and this is a very instructive and interesting study
of the super-traitor Kim Philby.

I had already read his memoir My Silent War, and it whetted my appetite for more, provided it was the right
kind of more and not just ooh-ah-spies material. What this book offers us is basically in four sections - 1) a
personal memoir by Rufina, the last in his series of wives, of the last 18 years of Philby's life: 2) some more
stuff straight from the horse's mouth so to speak: 3) an essay on Philby by Mikhail Lyubimov; and lastly a
survey of the Philby literature up to 1999 by the former American intelligence officer Hayden Peake. This
last is frankly unsatisfactory and it could do with better organisation instead of chasing every hare it starts in
every which direction. However if your patience is up to it you will find a great many interesting
observations, and I don't want to withhold the fifth star from the rest of the book. Whatever may be
mysterious, it is quite clear that Philby could inspire loyalty and devotion in this wife at least, and I would
dare use the 4-letter l-word for his own feelings for her, going further than just emotional dependency. Kim
himself gives us some more narrative, intended for a sequel to My Silent War and including the story of his
initial recruitment into the KGB. Oh if there had been more of this, but let's be grateful for what we can get,



and he is one beautiful stylist. Over and above this we have the texts of a lecture to the KGB and an article
concerned with whether agents should confess when under pressure. Significantly, while he is adamant that
they should not, he says nothing about why he did just that when they caught up with him in 1963. Perhaps
best of all is the piece by Lyubimov. I came to it fresh from trying to educate myself in quantum physics, and
I had taken heart from the statement by the professors I had been reading that underneath the mind-boggling
complexity there is an underlying simplicity to creation. Compare and contrast the constant response to any
request from one of Philby's more boneheaded case officers that `It's not that simple.' Big-time espionage is
not what I would choose if asked for a model of clarity, but too much can be made of it, and while I would
not just take Lyubimov or anyone else entirely at face-value I was impressed by the sense of proportion and
common sense he brings to questions that have been flogged to death elsewhere. It's perhaps a little simpler
than they sometimes let on.

Did Philby never feel even a twinge of doubt? His references to Stalin's atrocities, both here and in My Silent
War, are, as it were, mumbled and passed over hastily. He never discussed his work with Rufina, not that she
wanted to know, so there is no clarification from that quarter. The nearest we get to any kind of clear
statement comes in his meetings with Graham Greene, and a comparison of their respective attitudes is
illuminating despite the paucity of the evidence. Philby praises Greene's marvellous Monsignor Quixote, and
in case you want to know so do I. This is a study in contrasted faith as represented by Catholicism and
Communism, and Greene makes his own attitude perfectly clear, it seems to me. He needed a Faith as a prop,
and if Catholicism failed he would have to look elsewhere. Greene also contributed a preface to My Silent
War, and in that he noted that given the bloody history of Catholicism he was not about to find fault with
Philby's limpet-like adherence to Communism. This preface doubtless deserved Professor Trevor-Roper's
derision, but Greene still has a point. In any case if you are recruited by the KGB at age 20 and immersed
thereafter in secret operations just try extricating yourself, just try.

This book was published in 1999, but the Philby literature goes marching on. It can be no more than a hunch,
but something tells me that it is going to be a parade of opinions and attitudes because such important facts
as we are ever likely to find have probably been unearthed in all their incompleteness already. With respect
to the researchers and commentators, I am grateful for their work so far, but the person whose opinions
interest me is Philby.

See all 11 customer reviews...
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Investing the downtime by reviewing The Private Life Of Kim Philby: The Moscow Years By Rufina
Philby, Hayden Peake, Mikhail Lyubimov can supply such great encounter also you are only seating on
your chair in the workplace or in your bed. It will not curse your time. This The Private Life Of Kim Philby:
The Moscow Years By Rufina Philby, Hayden Peake, Mikhail Lyubimov will certainly guide you to have
more valuable time while taking remainder. It is really satisfying when at the noon, with a mug of coffee or
tea and an e-book The Private Life Of Kim Philby: The Moscow Years By Rufina Philby, Hayden Peake,
Mikhail Lyubimov in your kitchen appliance or computer display. By appreciating the views around, right
here you can start reading.

From Publishers Weekly
Notorious Cambridge spy Kim Philby, the former head of Britain's Soviet counterintelligence who defected
to the USSR in 1963, spent his last 25 years there. In her ambivalent, equivocal memoir, his fifth wife, who
married him in 1971, portrays him as "fundamentally honourable and honest," a great father and loving son-
in-law, "full of joie de vivre," who "literally glowed with happiness" but, on the other hand, as self-
destructive, solitary, alcoholic, as a chronic insomniac and a troubled soul plagued by doubts. Except for
disclosing that her husband did "an occasional job for the KGB" during his Moscow years, her chronicle of
marital domesticity sheds little light on Philby's political activities behind the Iron Curtain. Somewhat more
revealing is the apologetic reminiscence by retired KGB Colonel Lyubimov, a friend of Philby's, presenting
the Cambridge spymaster as a burned-out operative who failed to grasp that he was no longer a valued asset
for Moscow. Included also are two hitherto unpublished autobiographical chapters by Philby himself. His
chillingly matter-of-fact account of his recruitment by Soviet intelligence--and how he in turn helped recruit
his Cambridge colleagues Donald Maclean and Guy Burgess--offers glimpses of a calculating, ruthless
individual, in sharp contrast to the kind, gentle person evoked by his wife. Ex-CIA officer Peake's useful,
scholarly bibliographical essay coolly reassesses the Philby saga by sifting the myths and distortions in a
slew of books and articles. Also included are Philby's 1977 lecture to his KGB colleagues and an article he
wrote on whether an agent should confess when caught (both never before published). 16 pages of photos.
(May)
Copyright 2000 Reed Business Information, Inc.

From Library Journal
When Kim Philby crossed the Soviet border in January 1963, the 20th century's greatest spy disappeared
from view, never to be seen again in the West, where he had done more damage than any spy before him.
Although a spate of books has appeared about the life of this amazing man in the West, only now do we have
some insights into Philby's existence in the Soviet Union until his death in 1988. The book is actually several
shorter works combined. The bulk of the volume consists of an account by Philby's Russian wife, Rufina, of
their 18-year marriage, revealing the new life this complicated Englishman led. Also included are several
chapters of an uncompleted second volume of Philby's memoirs (his 1968 My Silent War caused a sensation
in the West). Finally, there is the text of a 1977 lecture Philby gave to the KGB, as well as an excellent
bibliographical essay by Peake surveying the extensive literature on Philby and his career. For students of
Philby and 20th-century espionage, this is a remarkable contribution that helps fill a significant gap in our
knowledge of this most famous spy and his life. For most collections.



-Ed Goedeken, Iowa State Univ. Lib., Ames
Copyright 2000 Reed Business Information, Inc.

From Kirkus Reviews
This text on a fabled espionage case proves to be, like spying itself, occasionally hair- raising and frequently
boring, with scant material about three decades of one man's treachery. Kim Philby, highly placed in the
British Secret Service, became the most famous undercover agent of the Cold War. He eventually defected to
the Soviet Union, where he spent his last 25 years. Philby's Russian widow (his fourth wife), recounting life
in their Moscow flat, presents quotidian details of his generally dull existence after a career of stunning
duplicity. Depicted as honest, decent, and permanently devoted to communism, Kim remained an
unreconstructed Brit. He completed the Times's crossword puzzles, nibbled matzos in lieu of English water
biscuits, smoked too much, and drank to excess. His retirement on a KGB general's pension (though he never
attained the rank) was not much different from many a bourgeois corporate executive'sexcept, of course, for
the bugged apartment and the ubiquitous KGB escorts and case officers. Though Kim had much to offer, his
spymasters, naturally suspicious, underutilized him. No more John Le Carr life for Philby. The major part of
the book, Rufina's tale of a burned-out case and what he was like at home, is, frankly, a bit pedestrian. The
spy's own memoirs (previously unpublished), including his recollection of recruitment by the Soviets, is
more absorbing. His lecture to KGB freshmen reveals a true corporate mentality, and his admonition against
confession bears no hint of own predefection admissions. Appended is a wonderfully sarcastic essay by
former KGB operative Lyubimov. Former CIA officer Peake provides a detailed chronology and a critical
bibliography. For fans of espionage, here's a detailed footnote to the oft-told story of a senior turncoat and
his Cambridge colleagues. To Western sensibilities, however, the presentation of this notorious mole as a
man of integrity is a tough sell, indeed. (16 pages photos) -- Copyright ©2000, Kirkus Associates, LP. All
rights reserved.

It can be one of your early morning readings The Private Life Of Kim Philby: The Moscow Years By Rufina
Philby, Hayden Peake, Mikhail Lyubimov This is a soft file book that can be survived downloading and
install from on the internet publication. As understood, in this innovative period, innovation will ease you in
doing some tasks. Also it is merely checking out the presence of publication soft documents of The Private
Life Of Kim Philby: The Moscow Years By Rufina Philby, Hayden Peake, Mikhail Lyubimov can be
additional attribute to open. It is not just to open up as well as save in the device. This moment in the
morning as well as various other leisure time are to check out guide The Private Life Of Kim Philby: The
Moscow Years By Rufina Philby, Hayden Peake, Mikhail Lyubimov


